„remedy“_debut-album of kati von schwerin
Authentic…true emotions….with soul….this all sounds banal and
seems to be the same twaddle that nobody wants to hear
anymore anyway.
How shall you then write a press release about a musician,
songwriter, artist, academicphilosopher? You may perhaps
begin with Kati von Schwerin´s debut Album “Remedy”, which
has mainly been motivated by desires for revenge and fits of
rage, how she puts it. Hardly to believe, how this dainty
girl of barely 1,63 meters grabs her guitar instead of
destroying other peoples´ cars or household effects, which
would have been the more tempting project.
Well, Kati von Schwerin (born in 1983) has studied painting
and installation at the famous academy of Arts in
Duesseldorf, Germany. Obstinate to her Professor Markus
Luepertz she has been moving until today in the genre of popart and realism. Pop-art is a good Key word: When asking K.
von Schwerin to describe her Profession, she finally
explains: “I am a pop-artist, or a pop-art bundle .”
This kind of enmity against definition seems to be invincible
and pretty much grounded, especially when your own creativity
is not only represented in pictorial arts, but also succumbs
to the Passion of Music. To complete the confusion an
academic course of studies in philosophy makes part of her
vita.
Looking into her creative activities, Kati´s aversion against
being put in “drawers” of any kind has become an
understandable consequence in her life.
In relation to her music Kati von Schwerin also avoids an
arrangement to certain mysterious genres. “It´s pop music.
Full stop. Fortunately! Because opposite to the hype of some
Indie specifications, pop music has the biggest swimming pool
of all. I can do whatever I want and all the small buckets in
which Folk, Rock and Funk music swim, are part of the huge
Pop lake. In spite of this big pool, “Remedy” has turned out
to be a well balanced album offering everything that the
audience is looking for. You can discover influences of
Country, Jazz, Funk, Rock and trip over Tango Rhythms or
Gospel backings. Songs like “No rules but mine” and
“Carnival” are powerful haunting songs for people that walk
fast through big ice cold cities. “I need a remedy” could
well be the saddest song in the world, resignation wrapped in

melodies, nothing more, the end. You will be part of a diary,
where you discover new scribbles on every page.”
But Kati von Schwerin is not brute, and so she leaves the
listener with the last song “Please sing about us”, which
probably is the right antidote, a wonderful love song.
Here you find a retrospect on the entire album (all my life I
wrote songs about feeling blue, and I was good at it, but
here´s the opposite) and apparently peace is made with all
desires for revenge.
Even though, the powerful voice remains present at any
moment, other than many wafer-thin female ones that today´s
music world frequently offers.
Finally, here you are :
A strong voice, a tough woman with tough songs, who is going
to whirl up stages quite a bit.

